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the development of film in indonesia has a long journey to eventually become like a film today that is full of effects, and very easy to find as a medium of entertainment. the film has several types such as,
documentary films, short films, long films. short films themselves have differences with long films in terms of duration. it is said to be a short film because it is indeed short induration are 5 minutes or only 20

minutes. not only that, the shooting process is also short, unlike widescreen films produced by professionals (agus dasmono, 2008: 29). the idea of this film begins from the writer wants to tell that the love
ofparents will never break until the end of life, the authors also realize that young people today are not aware that the love of parents is very great for their children. this film will be a very interesting show with
the story of a anxiety childwho is trusted to take care his younger brother who is still a baby and then left by his parents, making this movie useful for the community. the process of makingshort film works goes

through three stages, namely pre-production, production, and post-production with the production team carrying out their duties in accordance with the jobdesk. pre-production is the most important process,
because this process will determine how to carry out the next process and the results that will be obtained. the production process takes place after preproduction is complete, production includes the process of

taking pictures, organizing, and making sets. and post-production in the form of editing, sound, and graphics. each stage of production must be carefully considered and all the stages must be completed. the
idea of the film is to discuss the situation of parents who are giving love to their children in fear that the child will no longer give them love. parents may have children with one hand and parents have to take
care of the child with the other hand, but the parents still love their children. but the children may feel that there is no love in their parents and eventually become very distant from their parents. this situation
can be compared to an anxiety child, when he has to take care of his brother who is still a baby. the characters of the film were determined by the authors through the process of pre-production. pre-production
is completed after the character and the story of the film are clear. in this case, the authors chose to show a child who is not good in expressing the problems. the main character was the sister of the authors;
the character of the child was the younger brother of the same authors. the authors found that the child is a little anxious and dreams that his parents will still love him when he grows up. the author of the film

is dr. marzuki who is a teacher and a creative director of postgraduate studies at the department of communication management, school of communication, jakarta, indonesia.
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DAN NON KARTUN DAN SEMAIN
ITU JAKARAN UJUNG HARI YANG

KAN JUPAK (ORANG-ORANG
KOMENTATORI DENGERAKAN

SEMAIN ITU JAKARAN
KEMERPUKSIAN). I want to know
if it is possible to save the title of
the scanned PDF, and also i want
to store the text and the image
in two different Sql database

tables. A: I would advise you to
use PDFBox, it's a free, open-
source, (Java) SDK to extract

information from PDF files. This
code works on my sample PDF
that has the text you want to
extract: import java.io.File;
import java.io.IOException;
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import java.util.List; import
java.util.Scanner; public class

RetrieveText { public static void
main(String[] args) throws

IOException,
InterruptedException { //

---------------------- GET THE Pdf
Documents

---------------------------------------- File
pdfFile = new

File("E:/Downloads/K1.pdf");
Scanner scanner = new

Scanner(pdfFile); List list =
scanner.nextLine().split(" ");

scanner.close(); //
---------------------- INTERNAL

HIDDEN COMPONENTS
--------------------------------
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PDFTextStripper pdfTextStripper
= new PDFTextStripper(); String

pdfFileName =
pdfFile.getName(); //

---------------------- CONSTRUCT
DATABASE TABLE LIST

---------------------------------------- List
tableList = new ArrayList();

String dbFileName =
"M\Doc_list.txt"; //

---------------------- OPEN FILE AND
WRITE TO FILE

---------------------------------------- File
file = new File(dbFileName); if

(!file.exists()) {
file.createNewFile(); } Scanner

fileScanner = new Scanner(file);
fileScanner.useDelimiter("\A");
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while (fileScanner.hasNext()) {
tableList.add(fileScanner.next());

} fileScanner.close(); //
---------------------- LOAD PDF INTO

PdfTEXTSTRIPER
--------------------------
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